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THE ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION CURVES AND THEIR 
DEPENDENCE ON THE NATURE OF THE PRIMARY
COSMIC RAYS
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ABSTRACT. With a view to testing the jjossibility of interpreting tlie ubscrvcil results on 
the absorption of cusniie rays in the atinosplua e in terms of incoming ele( trons or positrons, 
the nature of the ab.sor])tioii curves protlmvcl by soft priumries has been calculntecL Two 
different hypotheses have l)eeii assumed ior tlie energy spedra of the primary, viz , (n) that
tlie numl)er of particles liaving erii rgy varies as K  ^ and (h) Ural only discrete 
sets of isoem rgetie j^artieles, produet'd thi'ough tlie annihilation of diilereiit atoms whicli are 
found in abundance in the interstc-llar siraee exist Tin- theoretical curves when conijiared 
with the observed hangalore-reshwar dilference curve shtAv that near the to]» of tlie atmosphere 
a good deal of dillerence in the absoiirtion co-elhcient between the(»rv and observiition (.xists. 
In this region however, tlie number of counts is miieh less than the actual ioni/alion and the 
observations are also inaccurate
A coinparivSon of the absorptiorr c(H‘flicient at largi depths and also the sea-level latitude 
etUct indieate delinilely that the primary eosmii rays n i i i s l  contain protons. Whether 
eleetrons exist at all in the primary and it so wlietlur hvpotiiesis (a) nr (h) approaiTies reality 
can onl) be determined by further oliservations made at closer inlervaK pai tieularly, Irdvsecn 
o’ and 20"N. The ohsciA alional results at Agr a and hangalon' sirggesl, hovsever, that even tin 
protons in the jrrimai'v cannot liavc a continuous eircrgy .spectrum
An application of the results of the cascade theory of showers can be made 
in the theoretical interpretation of the observed absorption curves in the atmos­
phere specially at high altitudes. Recent devclopinenls of cosmic-ray theory 
and experiments liave made it possible to gel deeper into tlie problem of the 
energy spectra of the various sorts of rays and the nature as well as the spectra 
of their primary. The high altitude nieasureineiits of the cosmic-ray intensity 
at different latitudes have been made by several authors [Bowen, Millikan and 
Neher (1938), Millikan, Ncher and Pickering (1942), Neher and Pickering (1942)]. 
On the other hand the latitude effect at sea-level was also observed by (iill 
(1939), Compton and Turner (1937) and also by Millikan and Neher (1935). All 
these results show definitely that the cosmic-ray intensity is not the same at 
different places and is smallest for places near the equator. This is known 
as the latitude effect of cosmic radiation. The difference curves obtained 
by Millikan and others must all be produced by cliargtd primary cosmic rays 
whose individual energies lie between definite limits depending on the geo­
magnetic latitudes of the places of observation and are given by the results 
of Stonner*’ s theory as developed by Lemaitre and Vallaita. It is observed
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that all these difference carves have the same general shape and are in 
several respects similar to the theoretical absorption curves of the cascade 
theory. One is, tlierefoie, tempted to conclude that these obseived absorption 
curves are due to shower-funnatioii by charged primary particles (electrons 
and positrons) having energies lying between certain well-defined limits. From 
the results of their observation Bowen, Millikan and Neher have derived a form 
for tlie primary energy spectrum incident at the to]) of the atmosphere. 
Naturally, from the atmospheric absorption curves measured at a small number 
of stations one cannot expect to derive a continuous spectrum for the primary 
rays. The curve derived by Bowen, Millikan and Neher is only a plausible 
one drawn in order to fit the observed results. The theoretical difTerence curves 
as calculated with the re.sults of Bhaldia and Heitler (1037) and those of Carlson 
and Uppenheinier (1937) when compared with the observed diilerence curves 
of Bowen, Millikan and Neher (1937) t^ v^e a qualitative agreement, but there 
wa.^  quite an appreciable amount of systematic difference between observation 
and theory. The maxima of the observed curves occurred at depths much 
less than the calculated ones. At the prc.sent time several authors are inclined 
to believe that up to date evidence is quite good for interpreting the observed 
results in terms of incoming protons instead of electrons. The main reasons 
they put forward are that the rale of rise of the ioni/.ation in the first metre 
of water of the atmosphere is a good deal more rapid than they can account 
for, by the cascade theory. Moreover the number of electrons which ax'c usually 
obtained at depths of two or three metres of water below the top is acwrding 
to them very much less than would be required by the cascade theory if the incom­
ing rays are electrons. In view of the qualitative nature of the results obtained 
by Bhabha and Ileitlcr and also by Carlson and Oppenheimer, and specially 
due to their inadequate treatment of the collision-loss it was difficult to say 
whetlier the above-mentioned differences were really due to the rough approxi­
mations made in the theory. The results obtained by Serber (1938) which have 
lately been used for theoretical calculations, when compared with those obtained 
by Bhabha and the present author (Bhabha and Chakrabarty, 1942) suggest that 
at least two of the above-jnentioned difficulties may possibly be removed when 
the accurate results of the cascade theory are used. It is the purpose of the 
present pai)ei to examine whether calculations based on the accurate results of 
the cascade theory can be compared with the observed curves and thereby to 
test whether the results of observation can be interpreted in terms of incoming 
electrons and positrons. Such a comparisoii will give an idea as to the nature 
and history of the primary cosmic rays before they enter the earth's atmosphere, 
which possibly bear the impress of the origin of cosmic rays.
The observational data so far obtained relating to the variation of thfe 
intensity of cosmic rays with altitude at different latitudes were not suitable for 
comparison with the theoretical results. When the measuiing instruments are 
electroscopes or single counters which respond to rays reaching them from all 
directions instead of merely from the vertical, the analysis becomes much more
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complicated, especially in the equatorial latitudes. For comparison with the 
theoretical curves which give results for vertically incident primaries, the previous 
authors have applied Gross-transformation to the observed results or the inverse 
of the Gross-transformation to the theoretical results. But the uniforiiiily of 
the primary radiation in azimuth, assumed in the derivation of the Gross equation 
does not really exist and the non-uniformity increases as one approaches the 
equator. This will be evident from the variation of the allowed cone 
with latitude, obtained by Lemaitre and Vallarta (1936). A consequence 
of this property is that the electroscox>e or single counter data cannot be used 
for any fine structure analysis of the primary, since the difference curves cannot 
be then considered as due to charged primaries lying between sharply defined 
liiiiils. To overcome this difficulty Neher aud Pickering (ig^e) have, however, 
used two counters as a cosmic-ray telescope to record the radiation coming from 
a definite direction. It may be doubted wheather the counter data do actually 
give the intensity of the radiation and in order to obtain the intensity at any 
altitude electroscopes should be used. The difference that may arise between 
counter and electroscope records have been tested, and Neher and Pickeiing 
conclude from their results of observation that the counting rates at any place, 
after x>roper adjustments, can fairly accurately be taken as pioi)ortional to the 
intensity of the cosmic rays at the corresponding position. A similar conclusion 
was also arrived at previously by Korff, Curtiss and Astin (1931S).
Vertical coincidence measurements have been made by Neher and Pickering* 
only at Bangalore, Agra aud Peshwar. We shall, however, use these results for 
the purpo.se of comparing the theoretical resnlts deduced in the present paper,
Two dillcrent hypotheses have been iiostukated legarding the nature of the 
energy spectra of primary charged particles which are assumed for the piesent 
to be electrons or positrons. The possibility of the exi.stence of protons in the 
primary will, however, be discussed at the end. Ihe first hyiiolhcsis is (a) that 
the jtrimary particles can have all possible energies and according to jtrevious 
authors [Blackett (1941), Hilbery (1941). Johnson (iq3'i)i Heitler (1937)], the 
spectra can be represented by the equation.
/(rCo)dEo =  Sl-
Uoft -I-1
dKo (i)
where S lies between i and 2 and /(Efi)dEo, gives the number of particles having 
energies between Eo and lio + dPlo- Following Johnson and Blackett w^ e shall 
take for the primary energy spectrum the form given by (i) where 5= 1.8 7  . k 
is, however, a constant quantity of the dimensions of energy, and may be 
suitably adjusted to give a good fit of the observed data with those calculated. 
The form (i) is also analogous to the one assumed by Heisenberg and
*  Bh.ibtia lia.s informed me in a private conunuiiicalion that the angle Rubttnded by 
their counters wa.s so large that even this cannot be called a vertical measurement. Tn fact 
Nillilnri’s two.and three counter tele,scopes. which Neher and Pickering h.ive used, record rays 
hieh pass through at an angle of as much a,s ,]S° from the vertical
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Kuler (1938) for the energy-spectrum of the mesons. The nature of the primary 
spectrum obtained by Millikan and others, however, can be made to coincide 
with (i) for values of Ivq ^  7  ^ Hilbery (1941)]. Since for the
purpose of comparison, with the results of observation, made in this ])apcr we 
are concerned mainly with values of Ko >  7 x lo*'. c.'j., the results obtained with 
( i) will be nearly the same as that obtained with a primary distribution given 
earlier l)y Millikan and others.
Tlu* second Iiypolhesis regarding the nature of the primary cosmic rays is (b) 
that the primary spectrum is not continuous hut has lines or bands m which the 
tile energy of the particles lie.
Since /fl{o)(ih',n the number of diarged i)aiiicles (electrons or positrons) 
having energies lying between lio and J vo + JI^q and incident vei tically on the J, 
top of the atniosplieie, the average number of particles C(a, /j, say, produced at a : 
depth /, in radiation units, below the top of tlie atmosphere and coming in the \ 
vertical direction is given by '
cf**, 0=y/(I'-o)N (vo, Odb'.i) (2)
where N(;vo, 0 is the average number of particles produced at a depth / by a 
primary particle of energy ^ exp. 3 „, incident vertically on the top of the atmos­
phere. [i represents the mean collision lo.s.s corresponding to the material in which f 
the shower is produced. The function N (j'o ,/) has been deduced in a previous 
paper by Hhabha and the present author. The value of a, however, ejepends 
on the geomagnetic latitude of the place of observation and can be easily deduced 
from the Lemaitrc-Vallarta function. Substituting the values of N(3'o, /) and 
simplifying, we get
C ( a ,0 -
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and A,/X, go(S), etc., are all functions of S  and are given in a previous paper 
(Hhabha and Chakrabarty, 1942). The integral on the right side of (3) can be 
evaluated quite accurately by the saddle point method and the method of such 
evaluation has been given previously (Chakrabarty, 1042). But C(a, t) is not 
the quantity, which can he compared directly with the results of observation, 
since in the observed absorption curves in any particular latitude exists also the 
particles J. reduced by the uncharged primaries and also by any other charged
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.articles which are not alertro„s «• „„sitronr or <1« ,rcordi..g ,1,0
,  C («„ 0  w,ll «,vc ,1,0 *lIere„oc. „ „ v c  whicl, s l.c lrl co,„pa„. wi,l, „.o
Observed difference curve correspondiii}- fo the latitudes of the places of 
observations, which obviously represents the effect of the latitude sensitive 
part of the primary cosmic rays havinj- energies lyinji betueen i.. and u, if it 
consisted only electrons and i.ositrous. In Table I are given the values of and 
y for some different places of observations. 'I'lie geomagnetic latitude of the 
places of observation arc also given in the secourl row of the table.
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The values of C(», /) as obtained from (3) for different values of a of y,,), 
and / can be obtained from Table 11 where the values of i.,So x “  <)
have been given. These values give immediately the theoretical diffeieucc curve 
bet ween any two given places of ol)servations listed in Table 1.
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If Millikan’s hypothesis be accepted then in view of the results of Bowxm 
and Wise (1030) on the ahnndaiice of the atoms in sjjacc, the jirimary cosmic rays 
should mainly consist of five definite cosmic-ray bands, arising out of the complete 
transformation of helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and silicon at<jins into 
cosmic rays. _ln Table 111 aie given (lie values of the energy of the iiriinaries that 
8—i^ .SsT’—IT
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may be obtained from different atoms* together with the lowest value of the 
latitude at which such rays may be incident on the top of the earth's atmos­
phere in the vertical direction.
T able III
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Since the i>iimary consists of discrete sets of isi)eneigetic particles, we havi\
on this hypothesis \
Cfa, 0 = S 1 (3 'o)N(:Vo, i) (5)
where \{yo) is the intelisit> ol the primary having energy /i exp. 3-,, and the 
sunuiiation is to be taken for all values of yo given in 'I'able III for which 
I'vo 5:: Hence, as in the previous case,
C(oo, /) —C(fl] , /) ( 6 )
will give the theoretical difference curves. The values of I in this case w^ ill be 
proportional to the relative abundance of the different elements in space. In 
'i'ablc IV w'c have given the values of /) for different values of y^  ^ corres-
l)onding to the dilTcient elements. With eejuations (5) and (p) it will then be 
possible to gel the theoretical difference curves for any pair of latitudes lying in 
the northern hemisphere or, better say, between to 5^  N.
T able IV
Values of N(vo, /) for different values of yo and t
'Vn \ _ . 1 — — _______
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4 .»S3 i' 4.86!
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One very important difference exists between the two hypotheses which 
will possibly be sufficient to determine whether the primary cosmic radia­
tion has a continuous energy spectrum or it only consists of discrete sets as
postulated in hypothesis ((;). It is apparent from Tables 1 and II that on the 
hypothesis (/>) no difference should exist between the vertical coincidence curves 
taken at (i) Peshwar and Agra, (it) ( )klahoma City and Omaha, and also pos* 
sibly between iiii) Bismark and any other higher latitudes, but on the hypothesis 
(tt) differences must exist in these cases also. The observations made at the first 
pair of stations, Peshwar and Agia, made by Neher and Pickering (19. 2^) 
puts a strong evidence against the hypothesis (b) whereas their observations taken 
at Agra and Bangalore invalidates both the hyjiothescs. Similar observations 
should be made at other latitudes also before making any definite conclusion on 
this point. The theoretical difference curves for other latitudes can be easily 
obtained from Tables 11 and IV ,
In Fig, J ue have plotted the Bangalore-Peshwar difference curve as given by
Neher and l ‘ickcring,'^The theo- 
! retical curves as obtained for the
two hyi)Otlieses have also been 
drawn. The ordinates of the 
theoretical curves are so adjusted 
(such adjustments will ])ossibly 
give the values of/v and 1) that 
all the curves give the same 
maximum intensity. II will 
a])pear from the figure that tlie 
llieorclical difference curves 
bavSed on the hypothesis (a) and 
(/)) are nearly identical so that a 
compaiisoii of these curves only 
will give no indication as to the 
validil> of cither of the hypothe­
ses. Wlien compared with tlie 
ol)served tairves it is significant
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naiigalote-Pi sIiwav diflerenct- curve.n for verlu al rays— 
II) Calculated on hypotlic.Ms [a) ( ) and nii
liypotlifsi-^ ; (0) (--- d
(II) Observed curve ( - 0 —0—)
F ig , 1
that the observed rate of rise of the ioiii/ation in tlie fiist metre of water equivalent 
of the atmosiiJierc is more laiiid than the iheorcticai estimates based on the cascade 
theory. It may be noted, huvvcvci, that in this region the observed data are 
possibly much less than the actual ionization and this is due to the use of coun­
ters instead of electroscopes for observations, since at these altitudes groups of 
particles must become increasingly prevalent and tliese register but once in tlic 
counter whereas they will give their true value in an electrosc ope. vSucli a 
difference between the counter and electroscope data at liigh altitudes has also 
been noticed by Neher and Pickering Hence to compare more accurately it is 
necessary to make observations with counter-controlled clectrosc'opcs, or any 
other device which will record the true ioniuiiion produced only by rcritcal rays.
For rtasons mcnlioiit'd above this vniiiiot be compared uith the thcfuctical curves. 1 his
has, however, been introduced to sliow (jualitatively the oidei of the dilfeieiKe at laige depths.
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Figure I \M*11 also shou lliat the discrepancy meiitioiicd by previous authors as 
regards llie position of tlie rnaxiinuni disap[)cars almost completely* Beyond the 
maximum the actual ioni/ation is much more than can be explained by the cas­
cade theory. vSiiice these curves repicsent the ionization produced by
primaly particles in a deiinile 1 ange of energy the discrepancy in the apparent 
absorption co-elTicient al large depths cannot lie explained by the presence of a 
few primary particles of very high energy. C onsequently, to account for the 
(lifTcrencc between the observed and theoretical estimates of the ionization al great 
depths it is necesBary to postulate the creation of charged [jarticlCvS by processes 
other than the cascade process, for which Die primary must lie charged particles 
wilhm delinitc range of energy. The excess ionization ol)served has been sug­
gested l.)y several authors as due t(j mesons and their decay particles. If such an 
explanation is to l)e acce]>ted then it is necessary to postulate that mesons arc 
somehow j>roduccd al least in pat t I)v charged particles. Tliesc results suggest 
tliat the piimary cosmic rays should also consist of protons. The experimeiils of 
Scheiu, Jcvsse and Wollaii (io.^ i i) lend support to this view.
Altliough the observed Agra-Bangalore difleiencc curve cannot be ex­
plained ])y hypothesis ((/> there exists a serious difficulty in accepting the 
hypothesis (b). The energy of some of the most energetic rays are known 
to be more than a thousand limes the inavss of the heaviest known atom 
and as such, hypothesis ( b )  cannot explain the existence of such particles. 
The validity of either of the two hypotheses can only be tested by making 
further observatioius at closer latitudes. If, however, the discrepancy Inen- 
tioned abovt* betvN’een the theoretical and the observed curves on the left of 
the maximum t)ersists even with more accurately obtaiiied observational results, 
it may be necessary to aceeqU the view that electrons ami positrons are not al all 
present in the primary cosmic rays, and the charged primary particles are entirely 
protons. In that case, however, in order to explain the observed facts it will be 
necessary to admit the existence of liillierto unknown process which allows a 
comi)lcte absorpUon of inolons in llie very upper layers of the atmosphere and a 
consequent piodiuiioii of mestms, electrons or y-rays.
The latitude elTeet at sca-ievcl has Ik c^ii obseivcd by several authors. Bui 
from the results already puljlished (Bhabha and Cliakrabarty, Table
III) it will be clear that even for a primary particle (electron or positron) with 
energy as high as -lu. B.e.v, there is a very little probability of its effect being fell 
al sea level. Consequently the sea-level latitude effect cannot be produced by 
primary electrons or positrons, and requires the existence of protons in the pri­
mary cosmic rays. This conclusion will 1:>e altered if we assume that electrons 
can produce mesons or some other particles which require a lower energy to 
penetrate tl>e atmosphere than by the cascade process.
It is therefore essential that protons or al least some charged particles other 
than electrons or positions exist in the primary cosmic rays. A similar
conclusion was also arrived al b y . Johnson (1930) from other considerations. 
Whether electrons or positrons do exist at all in the primaiy cannot, however, be
definitely established unless further observational data, taken at closer latitudes, 
are available. A few observations made at closer intervals between the equator 
and say 20 N will give definite indications as to the possibility of either of the 
two hypotheses and will also indicate whether electrons do exist in the primary. 
The results of the measurements of Neher and Pickering (194a) at Agra and 
Bangalore, however, suggest that even the i)totons in the primary cosmic rays 
cannot have a continuous energy spectrum.
DI'I'ARIMI'.NI' of A l 'P U l i l )  MATHIiMATtCS, '
UNIVliKSllV or CaU'UTTA
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‘ 'Difyolc Momnlls oj Palmitic Acid, A lem iilc Acid and Alkyl listers of 
‘ Alcuriiic Acid— Ity'Ci. N . Phatiacharya, Ind. J .  Phys., XK/
P. 372, line 7 from the bottom—
read ' /) ’ instead of ‘ P ’ in the formula P= V  ^
P 372, line 6 from the bottom— read ' <; ’ instead of ‘ C ’
P. 372, lino 3 from the bottom— wad P 1 =Mi|^/>2 +  ^ j
instead of P 1 =  M j^Pa +  ^
P. 372, line 2 from the bottom— wad ' /J)2 and />.. instead of P la  and P j 
P. 37s, line 12 from the top— tcad ‘ carbon atom ' instead of ‘ carbonation ’
P. 376, under reference 3— read ' Reiiihold ’ instead of Reihnold
P. 376, under reference ris— wad ‘ Swietonslawski ’ instead of Swietoslvvaski.
